The Scripps Institution of Oceanography of the University of California offers graduate study leading to the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in oceanography and related marine sciences. Scripps is the oldest American institution for research and instruction in oceanography. The academic staff includes more than 100 specialists in marine biology, geology, chemistry, and physics. The average enrallment is about SO students. Although formal courses are given (described in the University's Announcement of the Graduate Division), students receive much of their training from responsible participation in the research program of the Institution, at sea and ashore. Most of them hold research assistantships or other appointments.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
A number of research assistantships (beginning at $1728 per year, half time) are available to students who are accepted. However, a new student should be prepared to support himself for at least the first semester.
ADMISSION OF STUDENTS
Students at the Scripps Institution must first be accepted by the Graduate Division of the Southern Section of the University. Applications may be obtained from the Office of the Graduate Division, University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. An applicant must hold a bachelor's degree in one of the sciences or in mathematics or engineering, and must have had at least a one-year course in each of the following subjects: physics, mathematics, chemistry, and one of the biological sciences. He must also have sufficient preparation in foreign languages. Details of these requirements may be obtained from the University Catalog.
PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN OCEANOGRAPHY
The holder of a degree in one of the oceanographic specialties will be able to find career openings in such closely related fields as meteorology, geophysics, geochemistry, marine biology, as well as in general oceanography. Petroleum companies are seeking engineers and geological specialists with oceanographic training. Academic posts have been estabThe "Spencer F. Baird" is one of the fi.ye ocean-going ships of the Institution's research fleet. The "Baird" has been specially fitted out for deep-sea research .. lished in oceanography in a number of universities. Openings are available to trained oceanographers in a number of research institutions and in various branches of governmental service including the Navy Hydrograppic Office, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Coast Guard, the Fish and Wildlife Service, etc.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
The Institution operates five ships capable of extended trips to sea. In addition to the main campus in La Jolla, there is a field annex at Point Loma, where the ships are also based. Equipment for free diving is available for instruction and research. The Institution benefits from the presence of three cooperating agencies also located on its campus: the University's Institute of Marine Resources, the South Pacific Fishery Investigation of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission.
TH E RESEARCH PROGRAM
The research program is supported not only by the University but also by contracts with the U.S. Navy, Army, and Air Force; and by funds from the State of California, the American Petroleum Institute, the Rockefeller Foundation, and other agencies. Although some of th~re-search is of military interest, only a small fraction is "classified".
The extent and nature of the research may be seen from the following list of some of the members of the scientific staff and their particular fields of interest: MARINE GEOPHYSICS AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY Carl Eckart. Mathematical theory of turbulence. Dynamical theory of stratified fluids. Roger Revelle. Geological and geophysical exploration of the earth beneath the ocean. Walter H. Munk. Ocean waves and currents; the rotation of the earth. Robert S. Arthur. Effects of islands on ocean waves; wave refraction; wave forecasting; nearshore temperatures. Russell W. Raitt. Seismic exploration of the sea bottom; underwater sound. Leonard N. Liebennann. Underwater sound; ultrasonics and fundamental properties of liquids; ionic propagation of very low radio frequencies.
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